Heavy Rail / Metro:
Vancouver SkyTrain
With autonomous vehicles breathlessly
proclaimed as the future of personal
transportation, the success of
Vancouver’s Sky Train network in
moving hundreds of thousands of daily
riders demonstrates the best platform
for autonomous travel is via rail.

Honorable Mention: Second Ave. Subway – New York, N.Y.

Hold up. The 2nd Ave. Subway? Investigative journalists have spent
thousands of words accounting for the extreme cost overruns of a
project that is decades behind schedule and only a fraction of the
length originally promised. How could it possibly be featured here?
Because it moves a ton of people. The short 2-mile, 3-station Phase
I segment that opened on New Year’s Day 2017 mores more than
The combination of the 11.9 miles of the 60,000 daily riders. 14 different U.S. light rail systems carry fewer daily
Canada Line’s (opened in 2009) and
riders than the abbreviated 2nd Ave. Subway. If global construction
the 6.8-mile Evergreen Extension of
costs were achieved, nearly any extension of the New York City
the Millennium Line (which debuted in late 2016) have pushed the full Subway would easily be the most valuable rail transit project in the
49.5-mile system’s daily ridership close to 500,000 – the 9th-most used nation.
heavy rail system in North America and better per-mile utilization than
those in Chicago and Washington, D.C.
Of course, it isn’t the lure of autonomous operations that attracts
scores of passengers. It’s the ultra-low frequencies of under 2
minutes or less during the peak of rush hours made possible through
automated service that makes SkyTrain the best way to travel in
the Vancouver region. Likewise, automation allows for heightened
service reliability due to lack of human error, and avoiding the need for
operators keeps operating costs low, yielding more affordable fares.
The frifecta of frequency, reliability and affordability explains SkyTrain’s
unique role in the heavy rail/metro mode. Plans are now in the works
to extend the Millennium Line east under Broadway to reach the
University of British Columbia (UBC), where local bus service already
attracts more than 100,000 daily riders.
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Better Rail Decisions
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to streetcars – are often stymied or delivered in sub-optimal
operating environments due to poor ideas & understanding of
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